
Subject: Titan's maps vs ACK's maps (split off)
Posted by msgtpain on Tue, 17 Feb 2004 06:32:51 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Crimson
But if all these anti-ACK folks praise Titan just to spite ACK, he's not going to be motivated to
improve. Having a competition to show whose maps are more played and more playable will show
these anti-ACK people that all their drivel isn't swaying the community as a whole.

I'm not arguing with you Crimmy, just clarifying..

1. I do not praise Titan, I simply feel compelled to stand up for him when he is being wrongfully
pounded in to the dirt out of pure hatred, and nothing more.  I would even be willing to bet that
Aircraftkiller did not even download, let alone "try" the map before proclaiming "That's nice... It still
sucks, though."

2. Titan definitely is NOT going to be motivated to improve if we all stand idly by and allow the
above mentioned hatred to go completely unchallenged.  It is uncalled for, no-productive, and not
even factual. 

3. I don't believe you need to have a competition to determine who's maps are more played.. just
look at WOL statistics or something.  A competition is going to do nothing except force dozens
more people to take sides, and the flame wars will simply get hotter.

maps suck, titan rules!"  I'm just voicing my (hopefully still respected) opinion that I think
aircraftkiller's blatant hatred and completely biased opinions against Titan's maps should hold
absolutely no weight at all.  And, that quiet forum dwellers can feel comfortable with coming out of
the closet and telling him to shut the fuck up right along side of me, rather than sit quietly in the
background because they don't want to be ostracized for expressing their opinion.

The bottom line is, this is not a matter of expressing opinions, exercising free speech, "the irony of
telling someone to STFU in a post" (come on ack, I know you want to say that, don't you..)  The
point is that this is "supposed" to be the OFFICIAL forums for Command & Conquer Renegade,
and it is SUPPOSED to be centered around keeping the community alive.  Wouldn't it be more
appropriate to request that Ack acquire a blow up doll that he can smash his fist in to every time
he thinks about Titan, rather than allowing him to represent this community in an official capacity
with such glaring hatred and biased against members that are simply trying to help keep the game
alive also?
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